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A B S T R A C T   

Increasing evidence indicates that ovarian hormones affect brain structure, chemistry and function of women in 
their reproductive age, potentially shaping their behavior and mental health. Throughout the reproductive years, 
estrogens and progesterone levels fluctuate across the menstrual cycle and can modulate neural circuits involved 
in affective and cognitive processes. Here, we review seventy-seven neuroimaging studies and provide a 
comprehensive and data-driven evaluation of the accumulating evidence on brain plasticity associated with 
endogenous ovarian hormone fluctuations in naturally cycling women (n = 1304). The results particularly 
suggest modulatory effects of ovarian hormones fluctuations on the reactivity and structure of cortico-limbic 
brain regions. These findings highlight the importance of performing multimodal neuroimaging studies on 
neural correlates of systematic ovarian hormone fluctuations in naturally cycling women based on careful 
menstrual cycle staging.   

1. Introduction 

Women of reproductive age represent approximately 49.7% of the 
worldwide female population and 24.6% of the total population (United 
Nations, 2019b). Among these women, about 58% are naturally cycling 
(United Nations, 2019a) and undergo the physiological estradiol (E2) 
and progesterone (P4) fluctuations that define the menstrual cycle (Roos 
et al., 2015). A typical menstrual cycle is 28–32 days long, and starts 
with a follicular phase (FP, 12–14 days) characterized by increasing E2 

concentration reaching a pre-ovulatory peak and low P4 levels. The 
subsequent luteal phase (LP, 12–14 days) is characterized by a pro-
gressive increase of P4 concentrations and a lower secondary E2 peak 
followed by a decrease of both hormone levels in the last days of the 
menstrual cycle (Abraham et al., 1972). Through their widespread 
classical nuclear E2 α and β, P4 A and B receptors, and membrane- 
associated E2 and P4 receptors (Brinton et al., 2008; Osterlund and 
Hurd, 2001), these hormones hold the potential to modulate brain 
structure, chemistry and function (Barth et al., 2015; Catenaccio et al., 
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2016; Rehbein et al., 2020), and shape the behavior and mental health of 
women in their reproductive age (Zsido et al., 2017). The highest con-
centrations of E2 and P4 receptors are found, as mainly demonstrated by 
animal studies, in regions often construed as being part of the limbic 
system such as the amygdala, hippocampus, thalamus, and hypothala-
mus, although they are also expressed in the cerebral cortex to a lesser 
extent (Brinton et al., 2008; Osterlund and Hurd, 2001). Considering 
that ovarian hormones can influence glutamatergic, GABAergic, dopa-
minergic, and serotoninergic systems, this broad expression of E2 and P4 
receptors in the brain may be of particular relevance to affective and 
cognitive processes (Barth et al., 2015; Zsido et al., 2017). Thus, it is 
likely that, in healthy naturally cycling women, neuroadaptive mecha-
nisms arise monthly to modulate brain structure and function in 
response to the hormonal fluctuations across the menstrual cycle. 

Current neuroimaging techniques constitute useful tools to evaluate 
in vivo brain structural (MRI and DTI), functional (fMRI, resting state- 
fMRI) and molecular (PET, SPECT) changes associated with menstrual 
cycle-related hormonal fluctuations. Hence, the effects of E2 and P4 on 
the brain have increasingly been explored in neuroimaging studies, and 
associations have been reported between these hormones and behav-
ioral correlates of affective and cognitive processes (Sundstrom Poromaa 
and Gingnell, 2014). Remarkable attempts have been made to summa-
rize the accumulated evidence for menstrual cycle effects on the brain, 
by either focusing on structural MR studies (Catenaccio et al., 2016; 
Rehbein et al., 2020), functional MR studies (Sundstrom Poromaa and 
Gingnell, 2014; Toffoletto et al., 2014), both structural and functional 
recent MR studies on cognitive processes (Beltz and Moser, 2020), or 
results obtained from different imaging modalities in healthy women 
and women with premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD) (Comasco 
and Sundstrom-Poromaa, 2015; Dubol, 2020). However, our under-
standing of the neurobiological mechanisms underlying ovarian hor-
mones’ influence on the brain throughout the reproductive life (Beltz 
and Moser, 2020; Catenaccio et al., 2016; Comasco and 
Sundstrom-Poromaa, 2015; Rehbein et al., 2020; Toffoletto et al., 2014), 
as well as in the presence of mental illness (Comasco and 
Sundstrom-Poromaa, 2015; Moses-Kolko et al., 2014; Stickel et al., 
2019) remains limited. 

To characterize the impact of physiological variations in ovarian 
hormones concentration on the human brain via a systematic review has 
important implications, as a potential bias can be introduced in studies 
including women in different menstrual cycle phases (Fehring et al., 
2006). To date, studies of the menstrual cycle diverge in terms of 
methodology applied for hormonal assessment, menstrual cycle phase 
comparisons, neuroimaging techniques and analyses. Therefore, it is not 
clear whether and how specific brain regions are affected by the men-
strual cycle in healthy naturally cycling women in terms of brain 
structure, functional networks and chemistry. Thus, there is a need for 
an integrative view of the findings accumulated across imaging modal-
ities in order to provide a clearer and more consistent picture of the 
neuroplastic changes associated with hormonal changes throughout the 
menstrual cycle. The present systematic literature review aimed to 
provide an up-to-date comprehensive and integrative summary of the 
multimodal neuroimaging findings on structural, functional and mo-
lecular changes related to hormonal fluctuations throughout the men-
strual cycle in healthy naturally cycling women, provided that 
menstrual cycle phase confirmation through biological assays was 
ensured. Furthermore, we highlight the relevance of whole-brain coor-
dinate-based findings as particularly significant evidence, and provide a 
systematic quality assessment of the reviewed studies. The present re-
view will provide the rationale for future multimodal neuroimaging 
studies of the menstrual cycle, inform about adequate study design, and 
serve as basis for future meta-analyses. 

2. Methods 

According to PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 

reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines (Moher et al., 2009), we per-
formed a PubMed/MEDLINE search using the following terms: “men-
strual cycle”, “sex hormones”, “estrogen”, “progesterone”, 
“neuroimaging”, “magnetic resonance imaging”, “diffusion tensor im-
aging”, “positron emission tomography”, “single photon emission 
computed tomography”, “MR spectroscopy”, and relevant abbreviations 
or variations. For functional neuroimaging studies, we used the addi-
tional keywords “emotion”, “cognition” and “reward”. Additionally, 
references cited in the retrieved articles were screened in order to find 
relevant studies that were missed during the database search. The 
literature screening included studies published until July 2020 and is 
presented as a flowchart in the supplementary material (Fig. S1). 
Following title and abstract screening, we excluded papers upon full-text 
review if they failed to meet the following criteria: (1) neuroimaging 
study; (2) cross-sectional, prospective, retrospective, case-control or 
randomized controlled trials study designs; (3) confirmation of men-
strual cycle phase through the analysis of blood, salivary or urinary 
hormones levels; (4) healthy naturally cycling women included in the 
study (5) English language. 

For each study we extracted the following information when avail-
able: sample size, mean age, menstrual cycle phase, type of hormonal 
assay, scanning modality, functional task for fMRI studies or brain im-
aging technique for molecular imaging studies, brain imaging analysis 
(i.e. whole brain and/or regions of interest (ROIs)), peak loci of brain 
differences/changes during the menstrual cycle and correlations be-
tween brain imaging and hormonal levels (Tables 1–5). It is worth 
noting that seventeen fMRI studies investigating E2 and P4 effects on 
emotional and cognitive processes have been previously reviewed by the 
team (Toffoletto et al., 2014), and twenty-three additional fMRI publi-
cations were included in the present review. We reported brain regions 
significantly different between menstrual cycle phases, or correlated 
with ovarian hormone levels, as identified by the original statistical 
analyses, without any restrictions regarding statistical thresholds or 
correction for multiple comparisons. Nonetheless we indicate whether 
the results were corrected for multiple comparisons or not (Tables 1–5). 

In order to provide the precise localization of the most consistent 
results reporting menstrual cycle effects in the brain while excluding 
bias related to the use of ROIs, we conducted a dedicated review of the 
voxel-based findings obtained from hypothesis-free neuroimaging ana-
lyses. When available, we extracted the peak voxel coordinates of the 
brain regions that were consistently reported across brain imaging mo-
dalities (supplementary Tables 1–4). To increase the comparability be-
tween studies, coordinates given in Talairach space were converted into 
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using the conversion tool 
implemented in GingerALE 3.0.2 (Laird et al., 2010) (http://www.brai 
nmap.org/). The anatomical brain regions corresponding to the extrac-
ted MNI coordinates were localized using Anatomical Automatic La-
beling (AAL) in WFU PickAtlas Toolbox in Statistical Parametric 
Mapping (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002), and reported in the Supple-
mentary Tables 1–4. In case AAL labeling was not applicable, co-
ordinates were excluded. 

To estimate the quality of the studies behind the reviewed findings, 
we followed the Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development, 
and Evaluation (GRADE) criteria (Brozek et al., 2009), including study 
design, study limitations (risk of bias), inconsistency of results, indi-
rectness of evidence, and imprecision. Initial level of confidence was 
defined according to the study design, observational studies being 
associated with a low confidence and interventional (e.g. randomized 
controlled studies) studies being associated with a high confidence. 
Factors raising confidence included the exclusion of any brain-related 
disorder through clinical ratings, confirmation of menstrual cycle 
phase through direct E2 and P4 assays, randomized menstrual cycle 
phase testing to prevent order effects, correction for multiple testing, 
multimodal neuroimaging analyses, whole brain analysis, and correla-
tion analyses between imaging and behavioral measures. Factors 
lowering confidence included failure to control for brain-related 
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disorders, the order of menstrual cycle phase assessments and con-
founding variables (e.g. age, total brain volume), the use of a ROI 
approach alone, absence of correction for multiple testing, no direct E2 
and/or P4 assay (allopregnanolone, ALLO, and/or luteinizing hormone, 
LH, assays), and sample size (small, n < 100 and very small n < 25 
subjects). In addition, we considered the test-retest reproducibility of 
brain imaging measures as factors raising or lowering confidence, based 
on previous evidence showing good reliability of structural MRI, resting- 
state fMRI, MR spectroscopy and PET/SPECT measures and poor reli-
ability of task-based fMRI measures (Alakurtti et al., 2015; Elliott et al., 
2020; Hirvonen et al., 2009, 2007; Kim et al., 2006; Lundberg et al., 
2006; Shungu et al., 2016; Staley et al., 2005; Terpstra et al., 2016). To 
account for gradual effects, we attributed “very low”, “low”, “moder-
ate”, and “high” estimates (− 2, − 1, 0, and 1, respectively) to the factors 
raising or lowering confidence, depending on their influence on the level 
of confidence. The final level of confidence was based on the initial level 
of confidence and the number and value of factors raising or lowering 
confidence for each study included in the review. In cases where the 
difference between the number of factors raising and lowering confi-
dence was 2 or higher, the level of confidence was raised or lowered by 
one confidence category, accordingly. In cases where the difference 
between the number of factors raising and lowering confidence was 4 or 
higher, the level of confidence was raised or lowered by two confidence 
categories. The studies were evaluated by four coders. The final quality 
estimates of the reviewed studies following agreement between the 
coders are illustrated in Fig. 2, and a detailed summary is provided in 
Supplementary Table 5. 

3. Results 

3.1. Descriptive characteristics 

Following literature screening, a total of 1795 citations were iden-
tified and reviewed. The selection process yielded seventy-seven rele-
vant publications (Fig. S1), gathering a total of 1304 naturally cycling 
women (age range 16–49 years; sample size range 1–90). Average 
sample size was twenty women per study (excluding four studies with 
repeated measurements on one individual). In eight instances, samples 
overlap across several publications (Bannbers et al., 2012; Franke et al., 
2015; Gingnell et al., 2014, 2013, 2012; Hagemann et al., 2011; Petersen 
et al., 2018, 2019, 2014, 2015; Pritschet et al., 2020; Taylor et al., 2020; 
Thimm et al., 2014; van Wingen et al., 2007, 2008; Weis et al., 2011, 
2008, 2017). However, because different methodological approaches 
were used, the results of all these articles were included in the systematic 
review. Regarding task-related fMRI, thirty-two different tasks have 
been employed, with no more than three studies assessing the same one; 
about half being affective and half being cognitive tasks. A summary of 
the functional tasks included in the reviews is presented in supple-
mentary table 6. Although affect and cognition are functional domains 
being closely interlinked and involving common brain regions (Pessoa, 
2008), we present the results in terms of affective and cognitive pro-
cessing separately for clarity purposes, based on the definitions provided 
by the American Psychological Association, the type of stimulus pre-
sented and the comparisons made in each study. 

Descriptive characteristics of the reviewed studies are illustrated in 
Fig. 1 and described in detail for each study in Tables 1–5, along with 
information on the methodology applied for hormonal assessment, 
menstrual cycle phase comparisons, neuroimaging techniques and an-
alyses, and summaries of results. The quality estimates of the studies 

Fig. 1. Descriptive characteristics of the reviewed studies. Sunburst charts illustrate the distribution of imaging modalities and type of brain measure across the 
reviewed studies (left) and type of biological assay carried out to confirm menstrual cycle phases through the measurement of hormonal concentrations (Top right). 
Pie charts illustrating the distribution of the reviewed studies in terms of study design, assessment timing, and menstrual cycle phase comparisons (bottom, from left 
to right), as well as neuroimaging analysis (top, center). Additive percentages > 100 indicate overlap between the categories. “Mixture model” refers to a modified 
mixture model cluster approach applied to compute grey matter volumes. Abbreviations: Ach, acetylcholine; AHSH, automatic segmentation of hippocampal sub-
fields; ALFF, amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations; ALLO, allopregnanolone; BOLD, blood oxygen level dependent; DA, dopamine; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; 
DWI, diffusion weighted imaging; EC, eigenvector centrality mapping; E2, estradiol; FC, functional connectivity; FP, follicular phase; fMRI, task-based functional 
MRI, ICA, independent component analysis; LH, luteinizing hormone; LP, luteal phase; MRS, magnetic resonance spectroscopy; OVU, peri-ovulatory phase, PET, 
positron emission tomography; P4, progesterone, ROI, region of interest analysis; rs-fMRI, resting-state fMRI; SPECT, single photon emission computed tomography; 
VBM, voxel-based morphometry; SBM, surface-based morphometry; WBA, whole-brain analysis; 5HT, serotonin. 
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included in the review according to the GRADE criteria are illustrated in 
detail in the supplementary table 5 and summarized in Fig. 2. In sum, 
most of the studies were attributed with a low (48.0%) and very low 
(31.2%) level of confidence, 11.7% with a moderate level of confidence, 
and a minority of studies (9.1%) with a high level of confidence. How-
ever, it is important to note that an initial low confidence level was 
assigned to observational studies, which represent 94.8% of the studies 
included in the review. In addition, all reviewed studies included small 
(81.8%) and very small (18.2%) samples of women, further lowering the 
level of confidence. Moreover, quality estimates were negatively 
impacted by the absence of randomized timing assessments across the 
menstrual cycle (18.2%), confirmation of menstrual cycle phase through 
indirect hormonal measures (ALLO and/or LH assays, 7.8%), no exclu-
sion of brain-related disorders (18.2%), low test-retest reliability of 
brain measurements (54.5%), the use of a ROI approach only (45.4%), 
and the absence of correction for confounding variables (84.4%) and 
multiple testing (28.6%). 

3.2. Coordinate-based findings 

In order to summarize the reviewed findings with precise localiza-
tion in the brain, we provide here a summary of the most consistent 
results reporting menstrual cycle effect by mean of brain coordinates in 
MNI space reported in the supplementary tables 1–4. 

Brain structure. Across structural studies providing coordinates, var-
iations related to the menstrual cycle were reported primarily in the 
hippocampus, insula, and cerebellum (supplementary table 2). Thus, 
studies consistently reported an increased grey matter volume in the 
hippocampus during the late FP compared to the early FP and the mid- 
LP (Lisofsky et al., 2015b), and a positive correlation between E2 levels 
and both hippocampal grey matter volume and fractional anisotropy 

measures (Barth et al., 2016). Grey matter volume in the insula seems to 
follow the same pattern, a larger insula being associated with the late FP 
(De Bondt et al., 2016), and positively correlated with E2 levels (De 
Bondt et al., 2013a). Conversely, a reduction of grey matter volume in 
the cerebellum was reported from the late FP to the mid-LP, along with a 
positive correlation with E2 levels (Lisofsky et al., 2015b), and a nega-
tive association with P4 levels (De Bondt et al., 2016). Of note, 
coordinate-based findings include variations in grey matter volumes in 
the ACC, fusiform gyrus and inferior parietal lobule across several 
studies as well, although the direction of effect appears less consistent 
(supplementary table 2). 

Functional activation. At the functional level, task-based fMRI studies 
provided the highest number of coordinate-based findings and primarily 
revealed menstrual cycle effects on the brain reactivity of the hippo-
campus, ACC, and prefrontal regions (supplementary table 2). The most 
consistent result relates to an enhanced brain reactivity during affective 
processing in the hippocampus during the late FP and the mid-LP 
compared to the early FP and the late LP, reported across five studies 
(Albert et al., 2015; Andreano and Cahill, 2010; Bayer et al., 2014; Frank 
et al., 2010; Goldstein et al., 2005). In line with these findings, positive 
correlations were reported between the hippocampus BOLD response 
during an affective task and the concentrations of E2 during the mid-FP 
and P4 during the mid-LP (Dreher et al., 2007). Furthermore, the 
coordinate-based findings from a hormonal suppression study (van 
Wingen et al., 2008) follows the same pattern, showing greater brain 
reactivity in the hippocampus during affective processing after E2 and 
P4 add-back compared to placebo. In prefrontal regions (inferior, middle 
and superior frontal gyri), menstrual cycle effects on brain reactivity 
were reported through coordinates across eighteen studies (supple-
mentary table 2). Across the inferior, middle and superior frontal gyri 
(IFG, MFG, SFG), coordinate-based results point to an increased BOLD 

Fig. 2. Quality estimate of the reviewed findings according to the GRADE criteria. The Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation 
(GRADE) criteria include study design, study limitations (risk of bias), inconsistency of results, indirectness of evidence, and imprecision. Initial level of confidence 
was defined according to the study design, observational studies being associated with a low confidence and interventional studies being associated with a very high 
confidence. Factors raising confidence as highlighted in green and illustrated by upwards pointing arrows, while factors lowering confidence are highlighted in red 
and illustrated by downwards pointing arrows. A white background indicates non-applicable criteria. Factors increasing confidence included the exclusion of any 
brain-related disorder through clinical ratings, confirmation of menstrual cycle phase through direct E2 and P4 assays, randomized menstrual cycle phase testing to 
prevent order effects, adjustment to confounding variables, correction for multiple testing, multimodal neuroimaging analyses, a good test-retest reproducibility of 
brain imaging measures, exploratory whole brain analysis, and association with behavioral measures. Factors lowering confidence included failure to control for 
brain-related disorders, the order of menstrual cycle phase assessments and confounding variables the use of a ROI approach alone, poor test-retest reproducibility of 
brain imaging measures, absence of correction for multiple testing, no direct E2 and/or P4 assay and sample size (small, n < 100 and very small n < 25 subjects). The 
final level of confidence was based on the initial level of confidence and the number of factors raising or lowering confidence for each study included in the review. 
Very low, low, moderate, and high confidence levels are highlighted in dark red, light red, yellow, and light green, respectively. A detailed summary of quality 
estimates is provided in Supplementary Table 5. 
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Table 1 
Structural MRI studies of menstrual cycle effect on grey matter anatomy in healthy naturally cycling women.  

Study N Age (mean 
± SD) 

Hormones Menstrual cycle phase Neuroimaging analysis Results 

(Taylor et al., 
2020) 

11 23 E2, P4, LH, 
FSH, Tb 

entire menstrual cycles 
(30 scans)b,d 

Automatic Segmentation of 
Hippocampal Subfields (ASHS), ROI§

corr+: P4 — GM CA2/3, PHG across 
the cycle 
corr-: P4 — GM perirhinal and 
entorhinal cortices ,across the cycle 
LP > FP: ↑ GM CA2/3, PHG 
LP < FP: ↓ GM perirhinal and 
entorhinal cortices 

(Pletzer et al., 
2018) 

55 25.67 ±
4.34 

E2, P4a
, LHc early FP vs late FP vs 

mid-LPa,c,d 
VBM, WBA, ROI (HC, BG, Ins, MFG)§ late FP > early FP, mid-LP: ↑ GM HC 

(ROI) 
mid-LP > late FP: ↑ GM BG R (ROI) 
early FP > mid-LP: ↑ GM MFG L (ROI)†

corr+: E2 — GM HC (ROI) across the 
cycle 
corr+: P4 — GM BG R (ROI) across the 
cycle 

(Barth et al., 2016) 12 32 E2, P4, LHb,c entire two menstrual 
cyclesb,c 

VBM, ROI (HC)§ corr +: E2 — GM HC L 

(De Bondt et al., 
2016) 

24 24.3 ± 3.9 E2, P4, LH, 
FSHb,c 

early FP vs OVU vs mid- 
LPb,c,d 

VBM, WBA§ OVU > Early FP: ↑ GM Ins R 
OVU > mid-LP: ↑ GM Ins L§

corr +: P4 — GM ACC R, FuG R, PCL L 
in early FP 
corr -: P4 — GM Cb L at OVU 
corr +: E2 — GM IPL in early FP 

(Lisofsky et al., 
2015b) 

213 26.8 ± 2.5 E2, P4, LH, 
FSHb,c 

early FP vs late FP vs 
OVU vs LPb,c,d 

VBM, WBA§ early FP > late FP: ↑ GM IPL R 
late FP > early FP: ↑ GM HC, IPL L, Cb 
R, Ins R 
late FP > mid-LP: ↑ GM Cb, HC/PHG L 
OVU > mid-LP: ↑ GM Cb 
Mid-LP > early FP: ↑ GM Cb R  

corr +: E2 — GM PHG L, MFG L, Cb R 
across the cycle 

(Petersen et al., 
2015) 

464 – E2, P4a  early FP vs mid-LPa,d  SBM/VBM, ROI (PCC, IPG, MTG, PHG, HC, 
Ins, ACC, SMG, OFC, Amg)†

early FP > mid-LP: ↑ cortical thickness 
lat OFC R (ROI) 
corr +: E2 — lat OFC L cortical 
thickness in mid-LP 
corr -: E2 — post ACC L cortical 
thickness in early FP 

(Franke et al., 
2015) 

75 (21–31) E2, P4b early FP vs OVU vs mid- 
LPb,d,f 

VBM, BrainAGE† OVU < early FP: ↓BrainAGE 
corr -: E2— BrainAGE at OVU 

(De Bondt et al., 
2013a) 

15 22.37 ± 0.8 E2, P4, LH, 
FSHb 

early FP vs mid-LPb,d VBM, WBA† early FP > mid-LP: ↑ GM ACC R, MCC L, 
Ins L, SMA, MFG R 
early FP < mid-LP: ↓ GM STG R 
corr+: E2 — GM MFG R, MCC R, PoG L, 
Ins L in early FP 
corr -: E2 — GM FuG L in early FP 
corr -: E2 — GM ACC R§, SFG, MTG L in 
mid-LP 
corr +: P4 — GM FuG, LgG/PHG L, PrG 
R in early FP 
corr +: P4 — GM SFG L, SMA R in mid- 
LP 
corr -: P4 — GM FuG L in mid-LP 

(Ossewaarde et al., 
2013) 

28 22.8 LHc, ALLOa,x late FP vs late LPa,c,d VBM, ROI§ + Stress induction late LP > late FP: ↑ GM dorsal Amg L 

(Hagemann et al., 
2011) 

75 (21–31) E2, P4b early FP vs OVU vs mid- 
LPb,e 

ROI (whole brain)† OVU > early FP: ↑ GM, ↓ CSF 
corr +: CSF change — P4 change from 
early FP to mid-LP 
corr -: GM change — P4 change from 
early FP to mid-LP 

(Pletzer et al., 
2010) 

14 25.88 ± 5 LHc,x early FP vs mid LPc,d VBM, ROI (HC, PHG, FuG)† early FP > mid LP: ↑ GM FuG R, PHG R  

Table 2 
Diffusion Weighted Imaging studies of menstrual cycle effect on white matter integrity in healthy naturally cycling women.  

Study N Age (mean ±
SD) 

Hormones Menstrual cycle phase Neuroimaging analysis Results 

(Barth et al., 2016) 12 32 E2, P4, LHb,c entire two menstrual cycles (30 
scans)b,c 

ROI (HC)§ corr +: E2 — FA HC 

(De Bondt et al., 
2013b) 

15 22.3 ± 0.8 E2, P4, LH, 
FSHb 

early FP vs mid LPb,d ROI (CC, Cing, fornix, cortico-spinal 
tracts)†

corr-: E2, LH — MD 
Fornix  
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Table 3 
Rs-functional MRI studies of the menstrual cycle effect on functional connectivity in healthy naturally cycling women.  

Study N Age 
(mean ±
SD) 

Hormones Menstrual cycle 
phase 

Neuroimaging analysis Results 

(Hidalgo-Lopez 
et al., 2020) 

60 25.40 ±
0.55 

E2, P4a, LHc Early FP, late FP, 
mid-LPa,c,d 

Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA) + Eigenvector centrality (EC) 
Mapping + amplitude of low- 
frequency fluctuations (ALFF), WBA, 
ROI (HC, Pu, Cd)  
+ Seed based analysis (HC, Pu, Cd)§

ICA results: DMN: Mid-LP < late FP: ↓ intrinsic FC AnG R 
corr +: E2 — intrinsic FC AnG R 
corr -: P4 — intrinsic FC AnG R 
EC results: Mid-LP > late FP: ↑ FC HC 
ALFF results: Mid-LP > , early FP, late FP: ↑ FC Cd 
corr -: E2 — FC Cd 
corr +: P4 — FC Cd 
Seed-based results: late FP > early FP: FC Cd R (seed) 
with MFG R 
Mid-LP > early FP: FC Pu L (seed) with Th R 
corr +: E2 — FC Pu L with Th R 

(Pritschet et al., 
2020) 

11 23 E2, P4, LH, 
FSH, Tb 

Entire menstrual 
cycles (30 scans)b,d 

Eigenvector centrality (EC) 
Mapping§

corr +: E2 — FC cortical networks (DMN, fronto- 
parietal, dorsal attention, temporo-parietal, salience, 
sensorimotor, limbic and visual networks) 
corr -: P4 — FC (DMN, fronto-parietal, dorsal attention, 
temporo-parietal, salience, sensorimotor, limbic, visual 
and subcortical networks) 

(Petersen et al., 
2019) 

186 25.4 ± 7.0 P4b, LHc Mid-FP vs late LP Seed based analysis§ + Independent 
Component Analysis (ICA)§

Amg network: 
Mid-FP > late LP, FC Amg L (seed) with PCC, MCC, AnG 
R 
Mid-FP > late LP, FC Amg R (seed) with MTG L 

(Engman et al., 
2018) 

35 24.9 ± 4.2 E2, P4b Early FP vs 
mid-LPb,d 

Seed based analysis (Amg, dACC)§ Amg network: 
mid-LP > early FP, ↑ corr+: Amg L (seed) — Cb L, PCL L, 
SFG R 
mid-LP > early FP, ↑ corr+: Amg R (seed) — MFG R  

Salience network: 
mid-LP > early FP, ↑ corr+: dACC L (seed) — MFG R, 
STG 
mid-LP > early FP, ↑ corr+: dACC R (seed) — MFG R, 
STG R, PoG R 

(Syan et al., 
2017) 

25 27.4 ±
(7.7) 

E2, P4, ALLO, 
DHEASb 

Mid-FP vs late LPb, 

d 
Seed based analysis§ + Independent 
Component Analysis (ICA)§

No menstrual cycle phase effect 
Mid-FP: 
corr -: P4 — FC FuG L (seed) with STG L; STG L (seed) 
with ITG L, FuG L 
corr -: E2 — FC EC L (seed) with EC R 
corr -: ALLO — FC PCC (seed) with PoG R 
Late LP: 
corr -: P4 — FC DLPFC L (seed) with PoG R 
corr +: P4 — FC dorsal PFC L (seed) with ITG L 
corr -: E2 — FC MTG R (seed) with IFG R 
corr +: E2 — FC Amg L (seed) with PoG 
corr -: ALLO — FC ACC R (seed) with PoG L; mPFC 
(seed) with ccs 
corr +: ALLO — FC ACC R (seed) with PoG R; mPFC 
(seed) with EC L; OFC R (seed) with FuG R; dACC L 
(seed) with EC R 

(Weis et al., 
2017) 

197 24.73 ±
3.58 

E2, P4b Early FP vs late FP 
vs 
mid-LPb,d 

Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA)§

DMN: 
early FP > late FP: ↑FC MFG L 

(Pletzer et al., 
2016) 

18 26.61 ±
6.07 

E2, P4a, LHc Early FP vs late FP 
vs 
mid-LPc,d 

Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA)§

Limbic-medial temporal Network: 
early FP > late FP: ↑intrinsic connectivity BG  
mid-LP < late FP: ↓ intrinsic connectivity Pcun  

Sensorimotor Network: 
late FP > early FP: ↑ intrinsic connectivity ccs, SPL 
late FP > mid-LP: ↑ intrinsic connectivity IFG L  
mid-LP > early FP: ↑ intrinsic connectivity ccs  
late FP > mid-LP: ↑ intrinsic connectivity lat PFC R  

Posterior DMN: 
late FP > early FP: ↑ intrinsic connectivity TL L 
mid-LP > early FP: ↑ intrinsic connectivity Cu  

Fronto-parietal Network: 
mid-LP > early FP: ↑ intrinsic connectivity mPFC, BG 
mid-LP < early FP: ↓ intrinsic connectivity Op R, PrG 

(De Bondt et al., 
2015b) 

18 24.5 ± 3.9 E2, P4, LH, 
FSHb, LHc 

Early FP vs OVU vs 
LPc,d 

Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA)†,§

FC DMN: 
LP > early FP: ↑ FC Cu†

Corr +: E2 — FC Pcun at OVU§

Corr +: E2 — FC MFG in the LP†

Corr +: P4 — FC Pcun in the early FP and OVU†

(continued on next page) 
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response during cognitive processing in the early FP (Bayer et al., 2013; 
Pletzer et al., 2013; Thimm et al., 2014; Weis et al., 2011, 2008). 
Furthermore, the MFG and SFG showed an increased BOLD response 
during affective processing in the mid-LP (Abler et al., 2013; Amin et al., 
2006; Dreher et al., 2007). In the IFG, brain reactivity during affective 
processing appeared elevated in the mid-FP (Protopopescu et al., 2005), 
and positively correlated with E2 levels (Dreher et al., 2007; Hen-
ningsson et al., 2015). Variations in the ACC BOLD response to affective 
and cognitive processing across the menstrual cycle were reported by 
eight studies providing coordinates (supplementary table 2). Among 
these studies, the most consistent finding relates to an increase of the 
brain reactivity of the ACC during the mid-LP compared to the early and 
mid FP, reported by four studies (Amin et al., 2006; Diekhof and Rat-
nayake, 2016; Schoning et al., 2007; Thimm et al., 2014). In addition, 
coordinate-based findings include variations in the BOLD response of 
the amygdala, middle cingulate cortex (MCC), fusiform gyrus, inferior 
and middle temporal gyrus (ITG, MTG), postcentral gyrus, inferior pa-
rietal lobule, insula and basal ganglia across several studies as well, 
although the direction of effect appears less consistent (supplementary 
table 2). 

Resting-state functional connectivity. Regarding resting-state studies, 
the coordinate-based findings gathered across three studies point to a 
greater functional connectivity of the middle frontal gyrus (MFG) with 
the ACC, the amygdala and the fronto-parietal network during the mid- 
LP (Engman et al., 2018; Pletzer et al., 2016), along with a positive 
correlation between E2 levels and the functional connectivity between 
the MFG and the default mode network (DMN) (De Bondt et al., 2015b). 
Four studies reported menstrual cycle effects on the functional connec-
tivity of the IPL as well, albeit not reaching a consistent pattern of results 
(supplementary table 2). 

3.3. Integrated review of findings 

Fig. 3 illustrates the main structural and functional variations re-
ported across the menstrual cycle by the reviewed studies, while a 
thorough description of the results by neuroimaging modality is pre-
sented as supplementary material. Findings on key regions (i.e. hippo-
campus, amygdala, anterior cingulate cortex, insula, inferior parietal 
lobule, and prefrontal cortex) are here critically reviewed across neu-
roimaging modalities. 

3.3.1. Hippocampus 
In line with the coordinate-based findings, variations in the struc-

ture, function and connectivity of the hippocampus have been reported 
among the reviewed studies, and associated with E2 and P4 fluctuations 

throughout the menstrual cycle. Particularly, the FP seems to be asso-
ciated with an increased hippocampal volume (Lisofsky et al., 2015b; 
Pletzer et al., 2018), a greater hippocampal BOLD response during af-
fective (Albert et al., 2015; Frank et al., 2010; Goldstein et al., 2005) and 
cognitive (Pletzer et al., 2019) processing. In line with these observa-
tions, positive correlations between E2 concentrations and the hippo-
campus grey matter volume, white matter integrity, and activity during 
affective and visuospatial processing have been repeatedly reported 
(Albert et al., 2015; Barth et al., 2016; De Bondt et al., 2013b; Dreher 
et al., 2007; Lisofsky et al., 2015b; Pletzer et al., 2019). While two of 
these studies were assigned with a very low confidence estimate (De 
Bondt et al., 2013b; Frank et al., 2010), it is noteworthy that this 
multimodal observation was based on findings rated with moderate 
(Lisofsky et al., 2015b) and high (Pletzer et al., 2018) confidence as well. 
Interestingly, elevated hippocampal activations in the mid-LP have been 
detected during the processing of images of negative valence (Andreano 
and Cahill, 2010; Bayer et al., 2014), along with a higher functional 
connectivity at rest with the whole brain (Hidalgo-Lopez et al., 2020). 
Interestingly, these observations are consistent with reports of associa-
tions between P4 levels and both the hippocampal BOLD signal during a 
facial recognition task (van Wingen et al., 2007) and a reward task 
(Dreher et al., 2007) and the functional connectivity between the hip-
pocampus and the DLPFC (Arelin et al., 2015). Overall, reports of 
elevated hippocampal reactivity in the mid-LP were associated with a 
moderate confidence level (supplementary table 5, Fig. 2). 

3.3.2. Amygdala 
Similar to the hippocampus, the amygdala displayed structural and 

functional variations throughout the menstrual cycle, as well as asso-
ciations between brain features and ovarian hormones levels. An 
elevated grey matter volume of the amygdala was shown during the late 
LP, compared to the late FP (Ossewaarde et al., 2013). Functional re-
ports of menstrual cycle phase effects in the amygdala appear more 
heterogeneous, possibly due to the low reliability of task-based fMRI 
findings (supplementary table 5, Fig. 2). The most reliable findings 
emerged from two pharmacological studies rated with a high confi-
dence, showing that short-term exposition to P4 was associated with a 
greater reactivity of the amygdala during the processing of facial ex-
pressions (van Wingen et al., 2008), and a reduced reactivity during 
memory encoding (van Wingen et al., 2007). During the emotion 
recognition task, exposition to P4 was associated with an increased 
functional connectivity between the amygdala and the ACC, and a 
decreased connectivity between the amygdala and the fusiform gyrus 
(van Wingen et al., 2008). Studies with a low to moderate confidence 
estimate point to variations in the functional connectivity of the 

Table 3 (continued ) 

Study N Age 
(mean ±
SD) 

Hormones Menstrual cycle 
phase 

Neuroimaging analysis Results  

FC executive control network: 
Corr +: E2 — FC IPL in the LP§

Corr -: P4 — FC MFG in the early FP†

(Lisofsky et al., 
2015b) 

213 26.8 ± 2.5 E2, P4, LH, 
FSHb,c 

Early FP vs late FP 
vs 
OVU vs LPb,c,d 

PPI (HC seed)§ late FP > early FP: ↑ FC HC (seed) with SPL 
late FP > LP: ↑ FC HC (seed) with SPL 

(Arelin et al., 
2015) 

1 32 E2, P4, LH, 
cortisolb,c 

Whole menstrual 
cycle 

Eigenvector centrality (EC) 
mapping, WBA§/Seed based analysis 

corr +: P4 — FC PCL and DLPFC R§, DLPFC L† (WBA)  
corr +: P4 — FC PCL and DLPFC (seeds) with HC†

(Hjelmervik 
et al., 2014) 

16 23.3 ± 5.0 E2, P4a Early FP vs mid FP 
vs mid-LPa,d 

Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA)§

No menstrual cycle phase effect 

(Petersen et al., 
2014) 

454 – E2, P4a Early FP vs mid- 
LPa,d 

Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA)§

FC anterior DMN: 
early FP > mid-LP: ↑ AnG L  

FC executive control network: 
early FP > mid-LP: ↑ ACC R  
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amygdala throughout the menstrual cycle. Thus, during the late LP, the 
functional connectivity at rest between the amygdala and the posterior 
and middle cingulate cortex, angular gyrus and middle temporal cortex 
was lower than in the mid-FP (Petersen et al., 2019). This phase was also 
associated with negative correlations between ovarian hormones levels 
and the functional connectivity of the amygdala with the orbitofrontal 
cortex (OFC) during amusement (Dan et al., 2018). During the mid-LP, 
an increased BOLD response to negative pictures was found in the 
amygdala (Andreano and Cahill, 2010; Bayer et al., 2014), along with a 
stronger functional connectivity at rest between the amygdala and both 
frontal and cerebellar regions (Engman et al., 2018). 

3.3.3. ACC 
According to the quality estimates of the reviewed findings, the most 

significant result suggesting menstrual cycle effects on the anterior 
cingulate cortex (ACC) is the increased reactivity to negative facial 
expression following hormonal suppression through GnRHa treatment 
(Henningsson et al., 2015). In line with this, a greater ACC BOLD 
response to negatively valenced pictures, loss anticipation, and response 
inhibition was reported in the early FP, characterized by very low levels 
of E2 and P4, compared to the mid-LP (Bayer et al., 2013, 2014; Thimm 
et al., 2014). During this phase, a stronger functional connectivity be-
tween the ACC and the executive control network was found, in 

Table 4 
Molecular imaging studies of menstrual cycle effect on brain chemistry in healthy naturally cycling women.  

Study N Age 
(mean ±
SD) 

Hormones Menstrual cycle 
phase 

Neuroimaging technique Neuroimaging analysis Results 

(Sundstrom 
Poromaa et al., 
2018) 

90 27.4 ± 8.2 ALLO, E2, P4b FPb PET with [11C]DASB 
[detection of SERT] 

VOI (PFC, BG, MBr, Amg, 
Ins, HC, PCC)†

Corr -: ALLO — SERT 
binding PFC, BG, Ins, PCC, 
HC in the FP 

(Hjelmervik et al., 
2018) 

15 23.25 ±
5.01 

E2, P4, Ta Early FP vs mid- 
FP vs mid-LPa,d 

MR spectroscopy 
[detection of creatine] 

VOI (1 voxel in IFG/MFG L, 
R)†

Interaction Cr × cycle 
phase × hemisphere 
Cr IFG/MFG L > Cr IFG/ 
MFG R in the FP only 
Corr+: T — leftward 
asymmetry in Cr in the 
mid-FP 
Corr+: E2 — leftward Cr 
asymmetry in the mid-LP 

(De Bondt et al., 
2015a) 

33 24.3 ± 3.6 E2, P4, LH, FSHb, LH c Early FP vs OVU 
vs mid-LPb,c,d 

MR spectroscopy 
[detection of GABA] 

VOI (1 voxel in PFC)† OVU > early FP: ↑ GABA/ 
Cr ratio 
OVU > mid-LP: ↑ GABA/Cr 
ratio 

(Frokjaer et al., 
2015) 

60 24.3 ± 4.9 Treatment: GnRHa 
3.6 mg or PCB for 16 
days. 
Measure: E2, P4b 

Mid-FP baseline 
+ follow-upb,d 

PET with [11C]DASB 
[SERT] 

VOI (neocortex, ACC, BG, 
MBr)†

No main effect of treatment 
on SERT binding 

(Harada et al., 
2011) 

7 – P4c Late FP vs mid- 
LP c,d,f 

MR spectroscopy 
[detection of GABA] 

VOI (1 voxel in Ln, PFC, 
ACC) 

late FP > mid-LP: ↑ GABA 
Ln, PFC 

(Rapkin et al., 
2011) 

12 29.6 ± 6.2 E2, P4b, LHc Mid-FP vs late 
LPb,c,d 

PET with [18F]FDG 
[brain glucose 
metabolism] 

WBA No menstrual cycle effects 

(Jovanovic et al., 
2009) 

13 27.8 ± 5.3 E2, P4, FSH, LHb,c Mid-FP vs mid- 
LPb,c,d,e 

PET with [11C] 
WAY100635 and [11C] 
MADAM 
[5HT1AR, SERT] 

ROI (ACC, PFC, TL, Ins, HC, 
RN + Pu, Cd, Th for 5HTT)†

No menstrual cycle effects 

(Cosgrove et al., 
2007) 

9 27.0 ± 7.8 E2, P4b Early FP vs mid- 
LPb,d 

SPECT with [123I]5-IA- 
85380 
[nAChRs] 

ROI (FL, PL, ACC, TL, OL, Th, 
Cd/Pu, Cb)§

No menstrual cycle effects 

(Jovanovic et al., 
2006) 

5 30.2 ± 7.6 E2, P4, FSH, LHb,c FP vs late LPb,c, e PET with [11C] 
WAY100635 
[detection of 5HT1A 

receptor] 

ROI (DLPFC, OFC, ACC, 
Amg, HC, dorsal RN)†

No menstrual cycle effects  

(Best et al., 2005) 10 25.3 ± 7.3 E2,P4b, LHc Early FP vs mid- 
LP c,d 

SPECT with [123I]β-CIT 
[DAT, SERT] 

ROI (Cd, Pu, Th/Hy, Pons/ 
MBr, OL)†

No menstrual cycle effects 

(Epperson et al., 
2002) 

14 30.1 ±
6.23 

E2, P4, ALLO, 5α- 
DHPb, LHc 

FP vs mid-LP vs 
late LPb,c,d 

MR spectroscopy 
[detection of GABA] 

VOI (occipital cortex)§ FP > mid-LP, late LP: ↑ 
GABA 
Corr -: E2, P4, ALLO — 
GABA across the cycle 

(Smith et al., 
1998) 

10 25 
(19–32) 

E2, P4, T, LHb,c Early FP vs mid- 
LPb,c,d 

PET with [11C] 
carfentanil 
[µ-opioid receptors] 

ROI (ACC, FL, PL, TL, OL, 
Amg, Cd, Pu, Hy, Cb, Pons/ 
MBr)†

No menstrual cycle effects  

Corr -: E2 — Amg, Hy in 
early FP 
Corr -: E2 — Pons/MBr in 
mid-LP 
Corr +: E2 — Cb in mid-LP 
Corr -: T — Cb in mid-LP  

(Nordstrom et al., 
1998) 

5 27.8 ±
5.21 

E2, P4b, LHc Mid-FP vs OVU 
vs mid-LPb,c,d,f 

PET with [11C] 
Raclopride [D2R] 

ROI (Pu)† No menstrual cycle effects 

(Reiman et al., 
1996) 

10 24.9 ± 3.2 E2, P4, FSH, LHb,c Mid-FP vs mid- 
LPb,c 

PET with [18F]FDG 
[brain glucose 
metabolism] 

WBA† mid-FP > mid-LP: ↑ Th, 
PFC, SPL, ITG 
mid-LP > mid-FP: ↑ STG, 
ant TL, ant OL, ant Cb, 
MCC, ant Ins  
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Table 5 
Functional MRI studies of menstrual cycle effect on brain reactivity in healthy naturally cycling women.  

Study N Age 
mean ±
SD 
(range) 

Hormones Menstrual 
cycle phase 

Task Neuroimaging analysis Results 

Affective processing 
(Dan et al., 

2018) 
20 24.45 ±

2.28 
E2, P4b, LHc Mid-FP vs late 

LPb,c,d 
Matching of angry and fearful 
faces and sensory-motor 
control task (Hariri) + Mood 
induction test 

90 aal ROIs (functional 
connectivity analysis)§

Functional connectivity in mid-FP: 
corr +: E2 — IPL and IFG sadness 
corr -: P4 — PCC and SFG sadness  

Functional connectivity in late LP: 
corr -: E2, P4 — Pu and DLPFC, Amg 
and OFC/ccs amusement 

(Petersen et al., 
2018) 

18 
6 

25.4 ±
6.99 

P4b, LHc FP vs late LPb, 

c,d 
Proximal/distal perspective 
taking emotion-regulation task 
(IAPS) 

WBA, ROI (DLPFC R, 
Amg)§

No menstrual cycle effects 

(Arnoni-Bauer 
et al., 2017) 

18 25 ± 3 E2, P4, T, 
DHEAb 

Mid-FP vs 
mid-LPb,d 

Viewing of food cues ROI (Hy, Amg, Pu, Ins, 
ACC, DLPFC, ccs, LOC)§

Mid-LP > mid-FP: ↑ Hy, Amg, Pu, Ins, 
ACC, ccs, LOC response to food cues 

(Diekhof and 
Ratnayake, 
2016) 

15 24.9 ±
1.8 

E2, P4a, LHc Late FP vs 
mid-LPa,c 

Probabilistic learning task 
assessing individual 
reward and punishment 
sensitivity 

ROI (ACC, mOFC, Cd, 
Pu)§ + WBA 

Mid-LP > late FP: ↑ ACC (ROI) 
response to negative feedback 

(Jacobs et al., 
2015) 

13 45.2 ±
2.2 

E2, P4, T, FSH, 
LHb 

Early FP vs 
late FPb,d 

Viewing of negative/high 
arousal and neutral/low 
arousal pictures (IAPS) 

ROI (Hy, Amg, HC, 
mPFC)§

Early FP > late FP: ↑ Amg R, HC L, Hy 
R (ROI) negative pictures 

(Albert et al., 
2015) 

20 30.4 ±
8.2 

E2b, P4a, Fa Early FP vs 
late FPb,d 

Response to psychosocial stress 
induced by combination of 
motivated performance and 
social-evaluative threat 

WBA + ROI (HC)§ Late FP > early FP : ↑ HC L, PHG L, 
Pcun R psychosocial stress§

corr +: E2 — HC psychosocial stress 
across the FP§

(Henningsson 
et al., 2015) 

56 24.3 ±
5.0 

Ttt: 
GnRHa 3.6 mg 
or PCB in mid- 
LP 
Measure: E2, 
P4b 

Mid-FP 
baseline +
follow-upb,d 

Emotional face gender- 
labelling task (fearful, angry, 
happy or neutral) 

ROI (Amg,mPFC, 
mOFC, ACC, VLPFC, 
Ins)†

corr +: E2 — VLPFC fearful, angry and 
happy faces in mid-FP 
corr +: E2 change — VLPFC fearful 
faces after GnRHa ttt 
GnRHa > PCB: ↑ ACC fearful and angry 
faces 
↑ Ins L angry faces  

(Bayer et al., 
2014) 

22 26 ± 3.2 E2, P4a Early FP vs 
mid-LPb,d 

EEM [encoding and retrieval of 
negative, neutral, positive 
pictures (IAPS)] 

WBA, ROI (Amg, HC, 
ACC/SFG)§

Early FP > mid- LP: ↑ HC R, ACC (ROI)§

positive EEM 
↑ HC (ROI)§ negative EEM 
Mid- LP > early FP: ↑ HC (ROI)§

positive EEM 
↑ Amg L (ROI)§ negative EEM 
corr -: % change E2 — % change HC 
(ROI)† positive EEM 

(Gingnell et al., 
2014) 

13 
8 

33.1 ±
7.8 

E2, P4b, LHc Mid-FP vs late 
LPb,c,d 

Viewing of social and non- 
social negative pictures 
preceded by color cue (IAPS) 

ROI (Amg, ACC, Ins)§ No menstrual cycle effects 

(Abler et al., 
2013) 

12  24 ± 2 E2, P4b, LHc Mid-FP vs 
mid-LPb,c,d 

Viewing of erotic video clips 
and erotic pictures 

WBA† Mid- LP > mid- FP: ↑ pgACC R, aMCC 
L, DMPFC R, DLPFC R, IFG L, PHG R 
expectation of erotic pictures 
corr+: E2 — PrG L expectation of 
erotic pictures during mid-FP 

(Bayer et al., 
2013) 

23 26 ± 3.2 E2, P4, 
cortisola 

Early FP vs 
mid-LPa,d 

Monetary Incentive Delay 
(MID) task 

ROI (VS/Nacc, Pu, Cd, 
ACC, OFC)§

Early FP > mid-LP: ↑OFC R gain 
anticipation 
↑ VS/Nacc, ACC L loss anticipation 

(Gingnell et al., 
2013) 

14 
8 

32.7 ±
7.7 

E2, P4b, LHc Mid-FP vs late 
LPb,c,d 

Viewing of negative and 
positive pictures preceded by 
color cue (IAPS) 

WBA, ROI (Amg, ACC, 
Ins, mPFC, DLPFC)§

No menstrual cycle effects 

(Gingnell et al., 
2012) 

15 
8 

33.7 ±
8.4 

E2, P4b, LHc Mid-FP vs late 
LPb,c,d 

Matching of angry and fearful 
faces and sensory-motor 
control task (Hariri) 

ROI (Amg)§ Late LP > mid- FP: ↑ Amg L (ROI) 

(Ossewaarde 
et al., 2011) 

28 22.8 
(18–38) 

ALLOa,x Late FP vs late 
LPc 

Monetary Incentive Delay 
(MID) task 

ROI (VS/NAcc)§ Late LP > Late FP : ↑ VS/Nacc 
rewarding trials 

(Frank et al., 
2010) 

12 22.0 
(18–35) 

LHc,x Late FP vs 
mid/late LPc,d 

Viewing of food cues (high- 
calorie foods, low calorie 
foods, control images) 

ROI (DLPF, OFC, Ins, 
Op, ACC, MCC, Hy, 
Amg, HC, pulvinar, BG, 
Cd, Pu, MBr, NAcc)§

Early FP > mid-LP: ↑ NAcc R, Amg R, 
HC R high calorie food cues 
Early FP > mid-LP: ↑ HC low calorie 
food cues 
Early FP < mid-LP: ↓ OFC R, MCC L 
high calorie vs low calorie 

(Ossewaarde 
et al., 2010) 

26 22.8 
(18–38) 

E2, P4, ALLOa, 
LHc 

Late FP vs late 
LPa,c,d 

Viewing of angry, fearful, 
happy, neutral facial 
expressions (DFET) after 
aversive or neutral movies 

ROI (Amg, mPFC)§ Interaction Menstrual cycle × stress 
induction × BOLD signal: 
Late LP > late FP: ↑ Amg R neutral 
faces and movies (ROI)§

Late LP: ↓ Amg R facial expressions 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 5 (continued ) 

Study N Age 
mean ±
SD 
(range) 

Hormones Menstrual 
cycle phase 

Task Neuroimaging analysis Results 

after stress induction (ROI)§

corr - : change in ALLO — Amg, mPFC 
R (ROI)§ facial expressions after stress 
induction in late LP 

(Andreano and 
Cahill, 2010) 

17 20.8 ±
3.1 

E2, P4a Early FP vs 
mid- LPa,d 

25.40 ± 0.55 iewing of 
negative and neutral pictures 
(IAPS) 

WBA, ROI (Amg, HC)§ Mid- LP > early FP: ↑ Amg, IFG L, HC L, 
FuG, Cb, Cd R (WBA), Amg, HC (ROI)§

negative pictures 
corr - : E2 — Hy in mid- LP negative 
and neutral pictures 

(Derntl et al., 
2008) 

22 24.45 ±
3.1 

E2, P4b Mid-FP vs 
mid-LPb,d 

Facial emotion recognition 
task 

WBA†, ROI (Amg)§ Mid-FP > mid-LP: ↑ Amg disgust and 
happy faces (ROI)§

corr - : P4 — Amg fearful, neutral and 
sad faces (ROI)§

Mid-FP > mid-LP: ↑ MTG disgust and 
sad faces (WBA)†

(van Wingen 
et al., 2008) 

18 
9 

24.0 
(19–39) 

Ttt: P4 400 mg 
or PCB 
Measure: P4, 
ALLOb 

Early FPb Matching of angry and fearful 
faces and sensory-motor 
control task (Hariri) 

WBA§, ROI (Amg)§ P4 > PCB: ↑ Amg R§, Amg L†

Functional connectivity: 
P4 > PCB: ↑ FC Amg R — ACC R†

P4 < PCB: ↓ FC Amg R — FuG R§

(Dreher et al., 
2007) 

11  29 ± 6 E2, P4b, LHc Mid-FP vs 
mid-LPc 

Monetary reward anticipation 
and delivery 

WBA† Mid-FP > mid-LP: ↑ Amg R, OFC R, 
ITG, MTG L anticipation 
↓ DLPFC R, ACC anticipation 
Mid-FP > mid-LP: ↑ MBr, IFG L, Amg L, 
Cd, MFG L reward delivery 
↓ SPL R, ITG L reward delivery 
Mid-FP: corr + E2—HC, MTG R, ITG R, 
PoG, SPL R reward anticipation 
corr- E2— Hy, MFG, Th L, DLPFC, SFG 
R, ACC R, Pcun L  
reward anticipation 

corr + E2—MFG, DLPFC, SFG R, ACC 
R reward delivery 
corr- E2—PrG L, MOG R reward 
delivery 
Mid-LP: corr + P4— HC, Pu, Ins L, 
MFG R, MTG L reward anticipation 
corr- P4— SFG R, FuG L, ccs L reward 
anticipation 
corr + E2—OFC R, Amg, FuG L reward 
delivery 
corr + P4—ACC R, MFG, VLPFC R, 
MOG L reward delivery 
corr- E2—ACC R, MFG L, SFG R, MTG 
R reward delivery 
corr- P4—OFC, Amg R, IFG L, PoG 
reward delivery 

(Goldstein et al., 
2005) 

12 43.9 ±
1.4 

E2, P4, FSH, 
LHb 

Early FP vs 
late FPb,d 

Viewing of negative and 
neutral pictures (IAPS) 

WBA†, ROI (ACC, Amg, 
BS, HC, Hy, Ins, OFC)§

Early FP > late FP: ↑ ACC R, Amg L, HC 
R, IFG R, SFG/MFG L, Hy, BS, Cb L, GP 
R, OcG, FuG, PCC, AnG negative 
pictures (WBA), Early FP > late FP: ↑ 
ACC R, Amg L, HC R, OFC, Hy, BS 
negative pictures (ROI)§

Late FP > early FP: ↑ SMG R, PoG R 
negative pictures (WBA)†

(Protopopescu 
et al., 2005) 

12 28.0 
(22–35) 

LHc,x Mid-FP vs late 
LPc 

Emotional linguistic Go/No-Go 
task 

WBA†, ROI (OFC)§ Late LP > Mid-FP: ↑ mOFC negative 
words†

Late LP < Mid-FP: ↓lateral OFC, Ins L, 
MCC negative words†

Cognitive processing 
(Pletzer et al., 

2019) 
36 25.36 ±

4.42 
E2, P4a, LHc Early FP vs 

late FP vs mid- 
LPa,c,d 

Spatial navigation ROI (HC, Pu, Cd, 
DLPFC, PHG, IFG)§ +
PPI, ROI (DLPFC)§

Late FP > early FP : ↑ HC, PHG 
Late FP > mid-LP: ↑ HC L, PHG L 
Mid-LP > early FP: ↑ Cd, DLPFC R 
corr +: E2 — HC, PHG L 
corr +: P4 — Cd R, DLPFC R 
DLPFC functional connectivity: 
Late FP < early FP: ↓ DLPFC inter- 
hemispheric connectivity 
Mid-LP > late FP: ↑ DLPFC inter- 
hemispheric connectivity 
Interaction Menstrual cycle phase ×
Strategy × DLPFC-subcortical 
connectivity: 
Mid-LP > early FP: ↑ corr -: DLPFC R 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 5 (continued ) 

Study N Age 
mean ±
SD 
(range) 

Hormones Menstrual 
cycle phase 

Task Neuroimaging analysis Results 

(seed) — HC, Cd L Euclidian strategy 
Mid-LP < early FP: ↓ corr -: DLPFC R 
(seed) — HC, Cd L landmark strategy 
Mid-LP > early FP: ↑ corr -: DLPFC R 
(seed) — HC R allocentric navigation 
Mid-LP < early FP: ↓ corr -: DLPFC R 
(seed) — HC R during egocentric 
navigation       

Verbal fluency ROI (HC, Pu, Cd, 
DLPFC, PHG, IFG)§ +
PPI, ROI (DLPFC)§

Late FP > mid-LP: ↑ HC L 
Mid-LP > early FP: ↑ Cd, DLPFC R, IFG 
DLPFC functional connectivity: 
Late FP < early FP: ↓ DLPFC inter- 
hemispheric connectivity 
Late FP > mid-LP: ↑ DLPFC R (seed) — 
HC L, Cd R  

(Zhu et al., 
2015) 

10 25 ± 6.4 E2, P4, T, FSH, 
LHb 

Early FP vs 
late FPb,d 

Mental rotation 24 ROI† corr +: ↑ E2 change — ↑ SPL L change 
from early to late FP 

(Thimm et al., 
2014) 

21 
7 

24.8 ±
3.5 

E2, P4b Early FP vs 
late FP vs mid- 
LPb,d 

Response inhibition (Go/ 
NoGo) 

WBA§, PPI§ Early FP > late FP: ↑ Pcun R 
Early FP > mid- LP: ↑ ACC R, FuG L, Th 
L, Cd R, MB R 
Late FP > mid- LP: ↑ ACC R, MFG L, Ins 
L, PoG R  

PPI effective connectivity: 
Early FP > mid- LP, ↑ corr -: IPL L 
(seed) — MFG R 
Early FP > mid- LP, ↑ corr -: MeFG L 
(seed) — MFG L 

(Mareckova 
et al., 2014) 

10 20.44 ±
2.69 

E2, P4b Early FP vs 
mid-FP vs 
OVU vs late 
LPb,d,f 

Face perception WBA, ROI (FuG)§ OVU > early FP: ↑ FuG, IFG, STG, LgG 
(WBA)§

corr +: E2 — FuG (ROI)§ during OVU 

(Pletzer et al., 
2013) 

16 26.5 ±
66.01 

LHc,x Early FP vs 
mid-LPc,d 

Numerical comparison WBA§ Early FP > late LP: ↑ PrG, PoG, IPL, 
mPFC, Pcun, PCC, MTG, STG, SFG, 
MFG, IFG for decade crossing 
comparison§

Early FP > late LP: ↑ PrG, PoG, IPL, 
mPFC, Pcun, PCC, SFG, MFG, IFG, for 
within decade comparison§

(Bannbers et al., 
2012) 

13 
8 

34.9 ±
8.6 

E2, P4b, LHc Mid-FP vs late 
LPb,c,d 

Response inhibition (Go/ 
NoGo) 

WBA† Mid- FP > late LP: ↑ PrG L, Pcun L 

(Joseph et al., 
2012) 

8 25 ± 6.4 E2, P4, FSH, 
LHb 

Early FP vs 
late FPb,d 

N-back verbal working 
memory task 

WBA† Early FP > late FP: ↑ Cb, Ins R in 2-back 
condition 
corr +: E2 change — Ins L, PrG L BOLD 
change from early to late FP 
Interaction BOLD signal × Menstrual 
cycle phase × Memory load: 
Early FP > late FP in 2-back condition 
versus 0-back: HC, Cb, Cd R, BS, FuG, 
SFG 

(Weis et al., 
2011) 

14 
10 

26.8 ± 5 E2, P4b Early FP vs 
late FP vs mid- 
LPb,d 

Figure comparison task WBA†, PPI§ Early FP/late FP > mid-LP: ↑ SFG/MFG 
L, IPL R 
PPI effective connectivity: 
Late FP > early FP, ↑ FuG/MTG/ITG R 
(seed) — Pcun, SFG, MFG L 
Mid-LP > early FP, ↑ FuG/MTG/ITG R 
(seed) — Pcun, PoG L, Cb 

(Jacobs and 
D’Esposito, 
2011) 

24 21.7 ±
2.4 

E2b Early FP vs 
late FPb,d 

N-back verbal working 
memory task 

ROI (PFC)§ Interaction COMT genotype × E2 
status (low, high) × BOLD signal: 
val/val + low E2 > met/met + high E2 
: MFG 

(Rupp et al., 
2009) 

10 25.1 ±
1.9 

E2, P4b Late FP vs 
mid- LPb,d 

Evaluation of attractiveness 
(male faces vs house pictures) 

WBA†, ROI (mOFC)§ Late FP > mid- LP: ↑ mOFC R male 
faces (WBA) 
corr +: E2/P4 ratio — mOFC R (ROI) 
male faces across the cycle 

(Craig et al., 
2008) 

16 39 
(26–45) 

E2, P4, FSHb Late FPb,d Verbal memory (encoding and 
recognition of a word list) 

ROI (IFG L)§ corr +: E2 — IFG L (ROI) during late 
FP 

(Konrad et al., 
2008) 

12 30.8 ± 5 E2, P4, FSH, 
LHb 

Early FP vs 
mid-LPb,d 

Semantic retrieval (synonym 
generation) 

WBA† corr +: E2 — IFG/MFG L, PrG L during 
mid- LP 
P4 — IFG/MFG L, PrG L, MFG L during 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 5 (continued ) 

Study N Age 
mean ±
SD 
(range) 

Hormones Menstrual 
cycle phase 

Task Neuroimaging analysis Results 

early FP 
P4 — MFG L during mid- LP 

(Weis et al., 
2008) 

14 
10 

26.8 ± 5 E2, P4b Early FP vs 
late FPb,d 

Semantic decision (word- 
matching task) 

WBA, PPI§ PPI effective connectivity: 
Early FP > late FP, ↑ corr -: IFG L (seed) 
— IFG R 
corr-: E2 — IFG interhemispheric 
inhibition in early FP and late FP 

(Schoning et al., 
2007) 

12 30.8 ± 5 E2, P4, FSH, 
LHb 

Early FP vs 
mid-LPb,d 

Mental rotation WBA† Mid- LP > early FP: ↑ MTG, BS L, ACC, 
Ln/Th L, 
SOG/AnG R, MFG R, SFG R 
Early FP > mid-LP: ↑ STG L, IPL L, 
MeFG L 
corr +: E2 — FuG L, ITG L, IPL R, SPL 
R, PoG, IFG, MFG, Pcun R 
during early FP 
corr +: E2 — SPL, IPL R, SFG/MFG, 
PoG L, FuG L, during mid- LP 
corr +: P4 — IFG/MFG L during early 
FP 

(van Wingen 
et al., 2007) 

16 
9 

24.0 
(19–39) 

Ttt: P4 400 mg 
or PCB 
Measure: P4, 
ALLOb 

Early FPb Facial recognition and gender 
decision working memory task 

ROI (Amg, HC, FuG)§ P4 < PCB: ↓ FuG§, Amg§, MTG R§

during memory encoding 
P4 > PCB: ↑ HC R§ during memory 
encoding 
P4 < PCB: ↓ FuG§, IFG L† during face 
recognition 

(Amin et al., 
2006) 

14 25.8 ±
6.6 

E2, P4b Early FP vs 
mid-LPb,d 

Emotional linguistic Go/No-Go 
task 

WBA, ROI (DLPFC, 
ACC)§

Mid- LP > early FP: ↑ ACC, IFG R 
(ROI), Pu R (WBA) positive distracters 
corr +: E2 — IFG L (ROI), IPG L (WBA) 
positive distracters during mid-LP 
corr - : E2 — Cd R, IPL R (WBA) 
negative distracters during mid-LP 

(Protopopescu 
et al., 2005) 

12 28.0 
(22–35) 

LHc,x Mid-FP vs late 
LPc 

Emotional linguistic Go/No-Go 
task 

WBA†, ROI (OFC)§ Late LP > Mid-FP: ↑ mOFC L negative 
distracters 

(Fernandez 
et al., 2003) 

12 27.5 
(22–34) 

LHb,c, E2, P4, 
FSH, DHEA, 
SHBG, Tb 

Early FP vs 
mid-LPc,b,d 

Synonym-judgment task WBA† Mid-LP > early FP: ↑ STG, medial SFG 
corr +: P4 — STG, medial SFG 
E2 — medial SFG 
corr -: P4, E2 — left lateralization of 
language-related activations 

(Dietrich et al., 
2001) 

6 (21–31) E2b Late FP vs 
early FPb,d 

Implicit memory (word stem 
completion) + mental rotation 

WBA† Verbal memory task: late FP > early 
FP: ↑ IFG L, DLPFC L, SMG L 
Mental rotation task: late FP > early 
FP: ↑ SPL, AnG, FuG 

Abbreviations: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, ALLO = allopregnanolone, aMCC = anterior middle cingulate cortex, Amg = amygdala, AnG = angular gyrus, BG =
basal ganglia, BOLD = Blood Oxygen Level Dependent, BS = brainstem, Cb = cerebellum, ccs = calcarine sulcus, Cd = caudate nucleus, COMT = Catechol-O- 
methyltransferase, CSF = cerebrospinal fluid, Cu = cuneus, dACC = dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, DAT = dopamine transporter, DFET = dynamic facial expression 
task, DHEA = dehydroepiandrosterone, 5α-DHP = Androstanolone, DLPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, DMN = Default Mode Network, DMPFC = dorsomedial 
prefrontal cortex, E2 = 17 β-estradiol, EC = entorhinal cortex, EEM = emotional enhancement of memory, FA = Fractional Anisotropy, FC = functional connectivity, 
FDG = fluorodeoxyglucose, FL = frontal lobe, FP = follicular phase, FSH = follicle-stimulating hormone, FuG = fusiform gyrus, GM = grey matter volume, GnRHa =
gonadotropin releasing hormone agonist, GP = globus pallidus, HC = hippocampus, Hy = hypothalamus, IAPS = international affective picture system, ICA = in-
dependent component analysis, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, Ins = insula, IPG = inferior parietal gyrus, IPL = inferior parietal lobe, ITG = inferior temporal gyrus, L =
left, LgG = lingual gyrus, LH = luteinizing hormone, Ln = lentiform nucleus, LOC = lateral occipital cortex, LP = luteal phase, MB = mamillary body, MBr = midbrain, 
MCC = middle cingulate cortex, MD = mean diffusivity, MeFG = medial frontal gyrus, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, MID = Monetary Incentive Delay task, mOFC =
medial orbitofrontal cortex, MOG = middle occipital gyrus, mPFC = medial prefrontal cortex, MR = Magnetic Resonance, MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imaging, MTG =
middle temporal gyrus, MTL = medial temporal lobe, NAcc = Nucleus Accumbens, OcG = occipital gyrus, OL = occipital lobe, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, OVU =
ovulation, P4 = progesterone, PCB = placebo, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, PCL = paracentral lobule, Pcun = precuneus, PET = positron emission tomography, 
PFC = prefrontal cortex, pgACC = pregenual anterior cingulate cortex, PHG = parahippocampal gyrus, PL = parietal lobe, PoG = postcentral gyrus, PPI = psycho-
physiological interaction, PrG = precentral gyrus, Pu = putamen, R = right, ROI = region of interest, RN = raphe nucleus, SBM = surface based morphometry, SD =
standard deviation, SERT = serotonin transporter, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, SHBG = Sex Hormone Binding Globulin, SMA = supplementary motor area, SMG =
supramarginal gyrus, SOG = superior occipital gyrus, SPECT = Single-photon emission computed tomography, SPL = superior parietal lobe, STG = superior temporal 
gyrus, Th = thalamus, TL = temporal lobe, VBM = voxel based morphometry, VLPFC = ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, VOI = volume of interest, VS/Nacc = ventral 
striatum/nucleus accumbens, WBA = whole brain analysis. 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10Overlapping samples. 
aSaliva sample. 
bBlood sample. 
cUrinary LH. 
dSelf-reported assessment. 
eIntravaginal ultrasound. 
fBasal body temperature. 
xNo direct measure of E2 or P4. 
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comparison with the mid-LP (Petersen et al., 2014). Conversely, the ACC 
showed an increased BOLD response to affective (Abler et al., 2013; 
Arnoni-Bauer et al., 2017; Diekhof and Ratnayake, 2016; Dreher et al., 
2007) and cognitive (Amin et al., 2006; Schoning et al., 2007) stimuli 

during the mid-LP compared to the FP. In the mid-LP compared to the 
early FP, a stronger functional connectivity at rest was found between 
the ACC and both the middle frontal gyrus and the superior temporal 
gyrus (Engman et al., 2018). Of note, while the findings showing higher 

†p-value uncorrected for multiple comparison. 
§p-value corrected for multiple comparison. 

Fig. 3. Illustration of the main structural and functional variations reported across the menstrual cycle by the reviewed anatomical and functional MRI studies. The 
upper panel includes a schematic representation of the variation in ovarian hormones and gonadotropins concentrations across the menstrual cycle. The lower panel 
summarizes the main effects of the menstrual cycle phases on eleven brain regions, systematically reported by the reviewed anatomical and functional MRI studies. 
Up-right and inverted triangles indicate increases and decreases of functional or structural brain measures, respectively. Functional variations are denoted by the 
letter “f” and characterized by changes in BOLD signal intensity. Structural variations are denoted by the letter “s” and characterized by changes in grey matter 
volume. Blue, light green and dark green triangles describe variations observed in comparisons to the early, middle and late follicular phases, respectively. The 
structural findings were based on eight studies reporting effects of the menstrual cycle on grey matter. The functional findings were based on the thirty-seven task- 
related functional MRI studies of affective and cognitive processing reporting effects of the menstrual cycle on BOLD signal. Abbreviations: ACC = anterior cingulate 
cortex, Amg = amygdala, Cb = cerebellum, E2 = 17 β-estradiol, FP = follicular phase, FSH = follicle-stimulating hormone, FuG = fusiform gyrus, HC = hippocampus, 
IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, Ins = insula, IPL = inferior parietal lobe, LH = luteinizing hormone, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, P4 = progesterone, PCL = paracentral 
lobule, SFG = superior frontal gyrus. 
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ACC reactivity and connectivity during the early FP and following 
hormonal suppression were assigned with a moderate confidence in 
average, opposite observations suggesting higher reactivity and con-
nectivity of the ACC during the mid-LP were rated with a low confi-
dence. At the structural level, while one study reported a reduced grey 
matter volume in the ACC during the mid-LP (De Bondt et al., 2013a), a 
positive association between the volume of the ACC and P4 concentra-
tions, and a negative association between cortical thickness of the ACC 
and E2 levels were reported both in the early FP (De Bondt et al., 2016; 
Petersen et al., 2015). However, these findings are associated with a low 
confidence rating. 

3.3.4. Insula 
In line with the coordinate-based results, an increased insular grey 

matter volume has been observed in the late FP compared to both the 
early FP and the mid-LP (De Bondt et al., 2016; Lisofsky et al., 2015b). 
These findings were assigned with a moderate confidence level, while 
one study reporting a higher grey matter volume in the insula during the 
early FP compared to the mid-LP along with a positive correlation with 
E2 concentrations (De Bondt et al., 2013a) only rated with a low con-
fidence level. As for the ACC, the most significant result suggesting 
menstrual cycle effects on the insula relates to an increased reactivity to 
negative facial expression following hormonal suppression through 
GnRHa treatment (Henningsson et al., 2015). Although assigned with 
low confidence level, findings from cognitive fMRI studies point to an 
increase of insular reactivity across the FP and an association with E2 
(Joseph et al., 2012; Protopopescu et al., 2005; Thimm et al., 2014). 
Conversely, in the mid-LP compared to the mid-FP, elevated insular 
activations during reward anticipation and a positive association with 
P4 levels have been reported (Arnoni-Bauer et al., 2017; Dreher et al., 
2007), as well as an elevated glucose metabolism in this region (Reiman 
et al., 1996). However, these findings were attributed with a low con-
fidence as well. 

3.3.5. PFC 
Although the prefrontal cortex (PFC) gathered the highest number of 

findings related to menstrual cycle effects across the reviewed studies, 
the variety of prefrontal sub-regions defined in the different reports and 
the discrepancy of the results considerably reduce the chance of 
detecting specific patterns of hormonal influence on these regions. 
Nevertheless, two pharmacological fMRI findings stand out from the 
reviewed studies, as they were assigned with a high confidence level 
(Henningsson et al., 2015; van Wingen et al., 2007). These results sug-
gest a positive association between the reduction in E2 levels and the 
reduced ventrolateral PFC reactivity to emotional facial expressions 
following ovarian hormone suppression (Henningsson et al., 2015), and 
a reduced reactivity of the IFG during face recognition after a single P4 
administration during the early FP (van Wingen et al., 2007). Overall, 
fMRI studies investigating affective and cognitive processing were rated 
with a low confidence level, and showed greater prefrontal reactivity 
during both menstrual cycle phases. Among these studies, the most 
convergent finding relates to an enhanced prefrontal BOLD response to 
cognitive processing in the mid-LP, associated with both E2 and P4 
levels (Amin et al., 2006; Fernandez et al., 2003; Konrad et al., 2008; 
Pletzer et al., 2019; Protopopescu et al., 2005; Schoning et al., 2007). In 
line with this, studies rated with a high confidence reported positive 
correlations between P4 levels and the prefrontal functional connec-
tivity at rest with temporal regions, mainly involving the dorsolateral 
PFC (Arelin et al., 2015; Syan et al., 2017). Similarly, the functional 
connectivity of the medial and orbital PFC within the frontoparietal 
network and the default mode network correlated positively with allo-
pregnanolone levels (Syan et al., 2017). Resting-state fMRI studies 
suggest an influence of E2 on the functional connectivity of prefrontal 
regions as well, although the findings appear less consistent (De Bondt 
et al., 2015b; Pletzer et al., 2016; Weis et al., 2017). In contrast, struc-
tural findings point to a neurotrophic influence of E2 on prefrontal 

regions, as positive correlations were found between E2 levels and both 
prefrontal grey matter volume and cortical thickness (De Bondt et al., 
2013a; Lisofsky et al., 2015b; Petersen et al., 2015). 

3.3.6. IPL 
The most robust findings including the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) 

in menstrual cycle effects emerged from structural and functional con-
nectivity analyses, and were assigned with an average moderate confi-
dence level. Thus, grey matter volume in this region was positively 
correlated with E2 levels in the early FP (De Bondt et al., 2016). Like-
wise, E2 concentrations correlated positively with the intrinsic func-
tional connectivity of the IPL (Hidalgo-Lopez et al., 2020), the functional 
connectivity between the IPL and the executive control network (ECN) 
(De Bondt et al., 2015b), and the functional connectivity between the 
IPL and the IFG during sadness induction (Dan et al., 2018). In line with 
this, greater functional connectivity was found in the FP compared to the 
mid-LP, within the IPL and between the IPL and the DMN (Hidalgo- 
Lopez et al., 2020; Petersen et al., 2015). Additional evidence from task- 
based fMRI studies rated with a very low to low confidence level appears 
particularly consistent with the aforementioned findings, suggesting an 
increased reactivity of the IPL during cognitive processing in the FP 
compared to the LP (Pletzer et al., 2013; Schoning et al., 2007; Weis 
et al., 2011), along with a positive correlation with E2 levels (Schoning 
et al., 2007). In addition, a stronger functional connectivity between the 
IPL and the MFG during response inhibition was reported in the early FP 
compared to the mid-LP as well (Thimm et al., 2014). 

Remarkably, negative findings suggesting no menstrual cycle effects 
on brain function and chemistry were reported in eleven out of the 
seventy-seven reviewed studies. While the majority of these reports in-
cludes molecular imaging studies and were assigned with low and very 
low confidence estimates (supplementary table 5, Fig. 2), two PET 
studies associated with either a moderate or high confidence level re-
ported negative results. Thus, glucose metabolism over the whole brain 
did not differ between the mid-FP and the late LP (Rapkin et al., 2011), 
and no significant influence of ovarian hormones suppression on the 
availability of serotonin transporters (SERT) was found (Frokjaer et al., 
2015). The latter finding is consistent with two other PET studies 
reporting no menstrual cycle effect on SERT availability (Best et al., 
2005; Jovanovic et al., 2009), although a negative association between 
SERT binding and ALLO levels was found as well, in prefrontal regions, 
basal ganglia, insula, hippocampus and posterior cingulate cortex 
(Sundstrom Poromaa et al., 2018). In addition, one rs-fMRI study 
attributed with a moderate confidence level did not detect any men-
strual cycle effects on the functional connectivity of fronto-parietal 
networks (Hjelmervik et al., 2014). 

3.4. Relation to behavior 

Interestingly, while most studies did not investigate the relationship 
between brain changes and behavioral changes occurring during the 
menstrual cycle, some reports indicate that menstrual cycle-related 
structural and functional brain plasticity relates to behavioral mea-
sures and symptom ratings. For instance, during the mid-LP, grey matter 
volume was found to be negatively correlated to the psychosocial pre-
menstrual symptoms in the MFG and cerebellum, and positively corre-
lated to the somatic premenstrual symptoms in the precentral gyrus (De 
Bondt et al., 2016). Similarly, a positive relationship was found between 
increased amygdala grey matter volume in the late LP and increased 
rating of stress-induced negative affect during this phase of the men-
strual cycle (Ossewaarde et al., 2013). At the functional level, the 
increased ventral striatum activity from the late FP to the late LP during 
a monetary reward task correlated positively with the change in Men-
strual Distress Questionnaire scores including the “negative affect”, 
“behavioral changes”, and “control” subscales (Ossewaarde et al., 2011). 
In addition, subjective distress scores were inversely associated with 
bilateral hippocampal activity during psychosocial stress and E2 levels 
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during the FP (Albert et al., 2015). Severity of depressive symptoms after 
GnRHa treatment has also been positively associated to neocortical 
5HTT availability (Frokjaer et al., 2015) and BOLD response to 
emotional facial expressions in the amygdala, insula and ACC (Hen-
ningsson et al., 2015). Likewise, an interaction between amygdala 
reactivity to emotional facial expressions, P4 treatment, and mood rat-
ings has been reported, showing a positive relationship between BOLD 
signal in the amygdala and positive mood items such as alertness and 
contentedness in the placebo group only (van Wingen et al., 2008). After 
P4 treatment, positive correlations have also been reported between the 
fusiform gyrus, IFG and amygdala decreased activity during memory 
encoding and recognition of faces, and the decrease in memory perfor-
mance (van Wingen et al., 2007). Furthermore, women who experienced 
greater subjective arousal in response to the perception of emotionally 
salient pictures displayed higher BOLD responses in the hippocampus 
during memory encoding and retrieval, irrespective of the menstrual 
cycle phase (Bayer et al., 2014). From the early to the late FP, changes in 
working memory performance was associated to changes in IFG, MFG 
and cerebellum BOLD response (Joseph et al., 2012), while mental 
rotation performance was associated to changes in SFG and SPL BOLD 
response, which correlated with the change in E2 levels (Zhu et al., 
2015). Moreover, across the menstrual cycle, right and left hippocampus 
activations have been positively associated with navigation and verbal 
fluency performance respectively, while the left DLPFC correlated 
positively with the verbal fluency performance and negatively with the 
navigation performance (Pletzer et al., 2019). Similarly, BOLD signal in 
the caudate nucleus correlated negatively with navigation scores (Plet-
zer et al., 2019). Finally, sensitivity to punishment was positively 
correlated to the ACC BOLD response to negative feedback during a 
probabilistic learning task in the mid-LP, while in the FP, a greater 
mOFC BOLD response to positive feedback was associated with a higher 
sensitivity to rewards (Diekhof and Ratnayake, 2016). Thus, these 
neuroimaging findings suggest that hormonal fluctuations during the 
menstrual cycle have an influence on brain structure, chemistry and 
function, including affective and cognitive processing, which in turn 
impact behaviors. 

4. Discussion 

Comprehensiveness is the major strength of the present review as, for 
the first time, findings of seventy-seven studies across neuroimaging 
modalities on menstrual cycle neural correlates are systematically 
summarized, thus providing an integrated overview of how endogenous 
ovarian hormone fluctuation modulates the reactivity and structure of 
corticolimbic regions in the brain of naturally cycling women. The field 
is rapidly expanding, with twenty-nine neuroimaging studies published 
in the last five years, thus contributing to the novelty of the reviewed 
findings. Compared with previous overviews (Lisofsky et al., 2015a; 
Toffoletto et al., 2014), this review is based not only on data from 
various neuroimaging modalities but also includes a finer categorization 
of the findings based on E2 and P4 fluctuations (Tables 1–5), a summary 
of whole-brain coordinates-based findings (supplementary tables 1–4), 
and quality estimates of the reviewed studies (Fig. 2 and supplementary 
table 5). Overall, brain differences between and/or changes throughout 
the menstrual cycle phases and associations with ovarian hormones 
were observed in sixty-six out of the seventy-seven neuroimaging 
reviewed studies (Fig. 3). 

4.1. Integrated discussion 

As brain regions of interest, the hippocampus, amygdala, ACC, 
insula, PFC and IPL are the most consistently reported by use of both 
whole brain and ROI analyses (Tables 1–5). The key findings regarding 
these brain regions, though related to effects subtle in nature and despite 
small effect-sizes, can be summarized as follows: i) associations between 
E2 fluctuations and variations in the hippocampus grey matter volume 

and activation related to affective and cognitive processing; ii) the in-
crease of grey matter volume and activation related to affective pro-
cessing in the amygdala during the mid- and late LP, and their 
association with negative affect during the premenstrual period; iii) 
greater ACC activation in the mid-LP during cognitive processes, reward 
processing and negative feedback, along with a significant association 
between ACC activation and negative affect, iv) higher late FP activa-
tions in the insula during cognitive processing, associated with E2 
fluctuations, and accompanied with higher insular volumes, v) 
enhanced prefrontal reactivity associated with E2 and P4 levels during 
cognitive processing in the mid-LP, vi) positive associations between E2 
fluctuations and structural measures of the PFC, vii) positive associa-
tions between E2 concentrations and the volume, functional connec-
tivity and reactivity to cognitive processing of the IPL. 

Although E2 and P4 receptors are widely distributed within the brain 
(Brinton et al., 2008), translational studies have mainly investigated the 
effect of the oestrus cycle on the anatomy of the hippocampus. Studies 
conducted in rodents evidenced variations in hippocampal spine density 
(Woolley et al., 1990) and hippocampal volume (Qiu et al., 2013) that 
paralleled E2 and P4 fluctuations. While a positive association between 
E2 and hippocampal synaptogenesis has been consistently reported (Lee 
and McEwen, 2001; McEwen et al., 2015), an opposite action of P4 on 
synapse regulation has been observed (Woolley and McEwen, 1993). In 
humans, corroborating findings are presented for the hippocampus. 
Indeed, it seems that brain structure in this region can be rapidly 
affected by endogenous ovarian hormone fluctuations, as illustrated by 
the increased hippocampal grey matter volume found in the late FP 
(Lisofsky et al., 2015b; Pletzer et al., 2018; Protopopescu et al., 2008), 
and the positive correlation between E2 concentrations and hippocam-
pal grey matter volume as well as the white matter integrity (Barth et al., 
2016; Lisofsky et al., 2015b; Pletzer et al., 2018). These findings are 
corroborated by menopausal hormone replacement therapy (HRT) 
studies, indicating larger hippocampal volumes and enhanced hippo-
campus function in HRT users (Comasco et al., 2014). In line with this, 
higher E2 concentrations were associated with a greater white matter 
microstructural integrity in the fornix, the major output tract of the 
hippocampus (De Bondt et al., 2013b). Similarly, increased insular and 
cerebellar grey matter volumes were shown in the late FP as well (De 
Bondt et al., 2016; Lisofsky et al., 2015b), suggesting that endogenous 
ovarian hormones fluctuations can affect brain structure beyond the 
hippocampus. Furthermore, in line with preclinical findings (Lee and 
McEwen, 2001; McEwen et al., 2015; Woolley and McEwen, 1993), grey 
matter volume correlated positively with E2 levels, and negatively with 
P4 levels, in the insula and the cerebellum, respectively (De Bondt et al., 
2013a, 2016; Lisofsky et al., 2015b). Additionally, measures of cortical 
thickness in the OFC correlated positively with E2 levels during the mid- 
LP of the menstrual cycle (Petersen et al., 2015), further supporting the 
hypothesis of a neurotrophic effect of E2 on brain structure. However, 
opposite patterns of hormonal influence on brain structure were shown 
for the amygdala, basal ganglia, cingulate gyrus, fusiform gyrus and 
PFC. Thus, positive associations between P4 concentrations and grey 
matter volume have been reported in the basal ganglia (Pletzer et al., 
2018), the ACC, the fusiform gyrus and prefrontal regions (De Bondt 
et al., 2013a, 2016), although these relationships sometimes differ 
depending on the menstrual cycle phase. In addition, negative associa-
tions between E2 and structural brain measures were shown in the 
fusiform gyrus (De Bondt et al., 2013a), the ACC and the PFC (De Bondt 
et al., 2013a, 2016; Petersen et al., 2015). In line with these findings, a 
reduction in grey matter volumes was reported in the amygdala and the 
basal ganglia from the late FP to the mid- and late LP (Ossewaarde et al., 
2013; Pletzer et al., 2018). Hence, while both animal and human studies 
suggest a neurotrophic effect of E2 and an opposite effect of P4 on the 
hippocampus, the results of the reviewed findings indicate that the in-
fluence of ovarian hormone fluctuations is brain region- and menstrual 
cycle phase-specific. These observations are consistent with the results 
of a systematic review reporting prominent effects of ovarian sex 
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hormones on grey matter volumes among many regions of the limbic 
system as well as in the basal ganglia, cerebellum and prefrontal areas in 
the context of natural menstrual cycle, use of hormonal contraceptives, 
pregnancy, and menopause (Catenaccio et al., 2016; Rehbein et al., 
2020). Interestingly, the menstrual cycle-related structural variations 
reported in the amygdala, cerebellum and prefrontal regions were 
associated to the severity of premenstrual symptoms, including negative 
affect. This is in line with studies of rodents demonstrating an effect of 
E2 on depressive-like and anxiety-like behavior (Hiroi et al., 2016; 
Lovick, 2012; Mueller et al., 2014). 

Whether such structural variations exert a functional role during 
brain activation remains unknown, as no multimodal neuroimaging 
analysis has been conducted so far on this topic. However, indirect ev-
idence supports anatomically-driven variations in brain reactivity of the 
hippocampus, amygdala and ACC to affective and cognitive stimuli, as 
illustrated by the results of functional and anatomical MRI studies. 
Focusing on the majority of the studies, functional correlates of men-
strual cycle hormonal fluctuations include: i) increased hippocampus 
reactivity to emotionally salient stimuli and cognitive processes in the 
late FP, associated with higher E2 concentrations and a better cognitive 
performance; ii) increased activations related to affective processing in 
the amygdala during the mid- and late LP, and associations with ovarian 
hormone levels; and iii) reduced ACC activations during the processing 
of negative valence stimuli and elevated activations during cognitive 
processes and reward in the mid-LP. In addition, the reduced cerebellar 
volume reported during the late FP seems to be associated with re-
ductions in cerebellar activity during affective processing and working 
memory, and a better memory performance. It is likely that the regions 
highlighted by the functional neuroimaging studies conducted on af-
fective fMRI paradigms are driving mood changes across the menstrual 
cycle. These changes could include the higher well-being reported in the 
late FP as well as the premenstrual symptoms in women with a PMS and 
PMDD (Halbreich et al., 2003; Sanders et al., 1983). Important to note is 
that, upon the assumption that the metabolic expenditures by neurons or 
glia during and immediately after the task indexed by the blood oxygen 
level dependent (BOLD) signal and cerebral blood flow reflects neural 
activity, differential brain activation during task performance could 
reflect a difference in how efficiently neuronal resources are used, be an 
indication of altered use of these resources, or imply a compensatory 
response of a distinct brain region (Henderson and Greicius, 2010). 
Thus, joint analyses of fMRI and behavioral data can contribute to 
explain mechanistic underpinnings. Considering the widespread distri-
bution of E2 and P4 receptors in the brain (Brinton et al., 2008), and the 
interactions between these hormones and serotoninergic, dopaminergic, 
GABAergic and glutamatergic systems (Barth et al., 2015), the func-
tional variations highlighted by fMRI studies throughout the menstrual 
cycle most likely result from hormonal modulatory actions on these 
neurotransmitter systems. Unfortunately, molecular imaging studies of 
the menstrual cycle remain limited in number, and the results appear 
rather inconsistent. Combined functional MRI and molecular imaging 
measures are needed to determine if a specific neurotransmission system 
is involved in the functional variations observed throughout the men-
strual cycle. Nevertheless, our review includes resting-state and task- 
related fMRI studies reporting functional connectivity changes 
throughout the menstrual cycle (Tables 3 and 5), based on different 
analysis methods (i.e. independent component analysis (ICA), eigen-
vector centrality mapping, seed-based analysis). These functional con-
nectivity findings go beyond the results involving differential 
activations in individual brain regions, as they arise from more reliable 
measures (Elliott et al., 2020) and involve functional brain networks 
defined by interconnected brain regions, further suggesting a wide-
spread influence of ovarian hormones on functional brain organization. 

4.2. Methodological considerations 

When interpreting the findings discussed in this review, attention 

should be drawn to several methodological issues. These methodological 
considerations include the divergent neuroimaging techniques, men-
strual cycle assessment timing and confirmation through hormonal 
measurements, and behavioral assessments. It is critical for future 
research that these matters are meticulously considered, as it substan-
tially reduces the comparability between studies and could jeopardize 
the results. 

4.2.1. Neuroimaging techniques 
Current neuroimaging research faces critical limitations such as low 

statistical power tied to small sample sizes, as well as flexibility in data 
analysis, both resulting in poor replicability of results (Poldrack et al., 
2017). Thus, the use of different statistical analysis approaches (e.g. 
whole brain versus ROI), stereotaxic space (i.e. MNI versus Talairach), 
and labelling systems (e.g. AAL, Brodmann) represent important limi-
tations for the comparison of findings. For example, ROI studies might 
introduce a bias towards the reported regions and leave possibly inter-
esting results in other brain areas undetected. In addition, the statistical 
significance thresholds used to visualize the neuroimaging results vary 
from one study to another, and correction for multiple comparisons is 
not systematically applied. Furthermore, differences in imaging pa-
rameters across multiple MR scanners and scanner upgrades would 
likely affect the comparability among the reviewed studies as well, as 
they affect both structural and functional measurements (Fortin et al., 
2018; Noble et al., 2017; Panman et al., 2019; Takao et al., 2013). 
Recent evidence suggest that the test-retest reliability of task-based fMRI 
measures is overall poor, while structural MRI and functional connec-
tivity measures demonstrate high reliability (Elliott et al., 2020). 
Importantly, habituation effects and rapid fluctuations have a critical 
impact on test-retest reliability estimates (Elliott et al., 2020), which is 
of high importance for studies of the menstrual cycle. Another possible 
source of discrepancy would relate to the methodology used to define 
functional networks of interest when analyzing resting-state fMRI data. 
Indeed, among the studies included in the present review, network 
definition was achieved by applying either seed-based analysis, eigen-
vector centrality mapping analysis, ICA alone, or in combination with 
statistical comparison to the Intrinsic Connectivity Networks (ICNs) 
described by Laird et al. (2011). Thus, while investigating the same 
functional networks, the regions included in these networks could differ 
among the studies. Moreover, relatively few neuroimaging studies 
investigated the menstrual cycle, which systematically included a small 
number of women (<100). 

Hence, due to the broad range of different study designs and limited 
sample size, no quantitative meta-analysis was performed on the 
reviewed studies, which did not meet the requirements ensuring robust 
results from an Activation Likelihood Estimation coordinate-based 
meta-analysis (Eickhoff et al., 2016; Muller et al., 2018). Another limi-
tation arises from the publications bias induced by the under- 
representation of null findings, which therefore cannot be accounted 
for in meta-analyses. As the next step, voxel-based meta-analysis con-
ducted on first level processed contrast images from various studies, 
together with estimated pooled effect size analysis, represent a prom-
ising prospect for bringing together the findings from the neuroimaging 
studies of the menstrual cycle. 

Suggestions for future research include the implementation of 
mutivoxel pattern analysis, machine learning models, and multimodal 
MR analyses (Elliott et al., 2020) to identify objective, hypothesis-free 
markers of neural changes through the menstrual cycle. Indeed, the 
use of high-resolution multimodal neuroimaging techniques with a 
consistent analytical approach would advance the field and lead to a 
more comprehensive overview of brain changes associated to the men-
strual cycle. Furthermore, while MR provides indirect brain measure-
ments, its combination with other techniques, such as well-designed 
behavioral paradigms, quantitative receptor ligand imaging, pharma-
cological interventions (Frokjaer et al., 2015; Henningsson et al., 2015) 
and animal models, would likely provide a substantial insight into the 
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complex interactions between ovarian hormone fluctuations and brain 
functional anatomy. In addition, neuroimaging studies should provide 
coordinate data from a standardized stereotaxic space, which could be 
further used to conduct coordinate-based meta-analysis of comparable 
studies. 

4.2.2. Menstrual cycle assessment timing 
The major hurdle of reviewing neuroimaging studies investigating 

the effects of the menstrual cycle on the brain relates to the lack of 
consistency in assessment timing. In the present review, no less than six 
different assessment timing points have been described, including early, 
mid- and late FP, ovulation, mid- and late LP. In addition, several studies 
used an assessment timing covering the whole FP (Epperson et al., 2002; 
Jovanovic et al., 2006; Sundstrom Poromaa et al., 2018), while sub-
stantial changes in E2 levels occur during this period of time (Abraham 
et al., 1972). Besides, while variations in brain features observed 
throughout the FP may be attributed to E2 level fluctuations as P4 levels 
remain very low, the specific influence of E2 and P4 on brain changes 
occurring during the LP cannot be disentangled. More coherence be-
tween timing of assessment will increase the comparability between 
studies, which could be reached by systematically using early- and late 
FP as reference timing points for low and high E2 status, and mid- and 
late LP as reference timing points for high E2/P4 status and E2/P4 
decline, respectively. Besides, heterogeneity in terms of study design led 
to a multiplicity of comparison terms between menstrual cycle phases 
across the literature (i.e. comparisons of early FP, mid-FP late FP, mid- 
LP, late LP), further undermining the comparability among studies. 

Confirmation of assessment timing within the menstrual cycle is 
challenging (Hampson, 2020), but crucial to a rigorous assessment of 
ovarian hormones effects on the brain. Thus, a number of studies not 
including any kind of hormonal assessment to confirm menstrual cycle 
phase could not be included in the present review. While most of the 
studies included in the review relied on menstrual cycle mapping, uri-
nary LH and blood hormonal measurements as recommended, some 
only used urinary LH measures to confirm menstrual cycle phase, 
possibly introducing variability in hormonal states between individuals 
and assessment times. Additionally, as inter-individual variations in 
hormonal fluctuations along the menstrual cycle and the effects of these 
hormonal fluctuations on the brain may introduce additional biases 
(Fehring et al., 2006), it is crucial that future investigations reach a 
consensus regarding menstrual cycle phase confirmation. In line with 
this, a three-step method including menstrual cycle mapping, urinary 
ovulation test and serum hormone measurement for verification of the 
menstrual cycle phase has been proposed (Schaumberg et al., 2017), to 
ensure the presence of a regular menstrual cycle, reduce the discrepancy 
between studies and obtain more robust results. 

4.2.3. Behavioral assessment 
Opposite to neuroimaging studies of psychiatric disorders such as 

PMDD and peripartum depression, phenotyping of task-related behavior 
and premenstrual mood symptoms is generally missing in neuroimaging 
studies of healthy, naturally cycling women. In total, among the forty 
studies that included behavioral assessments, twenty investigated in-
teractions with the neuroimaging data, and thirteen related their neu-
roimaging findings to behavioral changes. Of functional relevance, these 
behavioral associations strengthen the findings of structural and func-
tional variations throughout the menstrual cycle, involving brain re-
gions of limbic and cognitive networks. Nevertheless, the behavioral 
significance of the menstrual cycle-related brain variations remains to 
be investigated, as there is a substantial discrepancy between relative 
consistency among neuroimaging findings, and inconsistencies among 
behavioral studies (Sundstrom Poromaa and Gingnell, 2014). To this 
end, it is compelling that targeted behavioral paradigms should be 
developed to overcome the current challenges of the field, which 
include: low test-retest reliability (Elliott et al., 2020), repeated mea-
surements (i.e. habituation effects), subclinical populations, subtle 

effect size, etc. 

4.3. Critical reflections 

The fact that the male brain is still the default in neurosciences (Bale 
and Epperson, 2017), and that females hormones represent a problem in 
preclinical research (Shansky, 2019), is currently debated. The present 
overview of findings on menstrual cycle influences on neural correlates 
further strengthens the relevance of going beyond these biases and 
brings forward the calls on inclusion of female individuals in research 
studies. Indeed, menstrual cycle staging is possible with adequate 
methodological control (Barth et al., 2016), even if only one test session 
is included (Bale and Epperson, 2017). However, it is undoubtedly a 
factor that requires extra resources to be considered. While for each 
woman included in a neuroimaging study, and likely in behavioral and 
clinical studies as well, menstrual cycle phase may influence the results, 
such effect may be comparable to other potential confounding factors 
that could be taken into account (e.g. age, substance use, personality 
traits). A better understanding of these influences on the brain is 
therefore really much needed. Increased standardization of experi-
mental methods is also needed to investigate the impact of ovarian 
steroid hormones on women’s brain, with a neuroimaging design: i) 
considering sex as a biological variable and being powered for equal 
male/female distribution; ii) including behavioral phenotyping and 
psychological profiling. Potential confounding effects of hormonal 
cycling fluctuations and lifetime exposure to exogenous hormones could 
be considered as well, in relevant studies. Moreover, while hormonal 
manipulation in humans is restricted by ethical reasons, oral contra-
ceptives and hormonal replacement therapy can be used as models to 
study the effect of ovarian hormone levels on brain structure, function 
and chemistry under different conditions (Beltz and Moser, 2020; 
Comasco et al., 2014; Toffoletto et al., 2014). 

5. Conclusions 

This systematic review provides integrated, data-driven evidence, 
though disparate, for brain differences associated with endogenous 
ovarian hormone fluctuations, derived from multimodal brain imaging 
studies. Taken together, the reviewed findings suggest that hormonal 
fluctuations during the menstrual cycle modulate brain structure, 
chemistry and function, thus influencing negative affect and cognition. 
Despite heterogeneity in terms of study design, consistent effects on the 
reactivity and the structure of corticolimbic brain regions emerged. 
Specifically, the anterior cingulate cortex, hippocampus, amygdala, 
insula, prefrontal cortex and inferior parietal lobule appear as the re-
gions with the highest sensitivity to ovarian hormone fluctuations. 
However, while the majority of accumulated evidence relates to fluc-
tuations in brain reactivity, the underpinnings of such variations and 
their association with brain structure and chemistry throughout the 
menstrual cycle remain to be unraveled. In this regard, the use of high- 
resolution multimodal neuroimaging techniques in naturally cycling 
women based on careful menstrual cycle staging, together with behav-
ioral paradigms, quantitative receptor ligand imaging, pharmacological 
interventions (Frokjaer et al., 2015; Henningsson et al., 2015), and an-
imal models would likely advance the field and lead to a more 
comprehensive overview of brain changes associated to the menstrual 
cycle. 
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